Each epoch has its own understanding and vision of the problem of the
Introduction
The category of corporality was introduced into modern science under the influence of cultural studies and semiotics, when it was discovered that the human body is understood differently in different cultures. Such natural biological concepts as "pain", "illness", etc., within the framework of culture appeared to be mot so much the natural state of the body, but cultural and mental concepts formed by the human.
At all times, people have paid attention to their body, but today it has become the most topical problem. We can say that almost all fields of science are studying the problem of the human body: medicine, anthropology, biomechanics, psychology, etc. At the same time, the modern science cannot give a clear answer what the body and corporalityare.The relevance of the problem of understanding the phenomenon of the human body is proved by:
• worsening of health problems. This is most relevant for the living conditions in large cities. Increased nervousness, mental disorders, cardiovascular, allergic, asthmatic diseases, drug and alcohol addiction and other problems have become daily companions of urbanization;
• increasing value of human personality in the modern world and sharpened perception of everything connected with personal selfexpression, and the body is one such means;
• aggravation of the problems of sexual behaviour and sexual culture in the conditions of the modern civilization. Eroticism has long ceased to be an element of privacy, "a personal matter".
The media andadvertising make it obsessive and aggressive;
• issues related to euthanasia, reproductive technologies, abortion, cloning, organ transplantation, medical legislation;
• perception of the body as the carrier of symbolic value in the conditions of the modern civilization. New social groups and youth formations: homosexuals, punks, bikers, skinheads, rappers, skateboarders, skaters, diggers, nudists and others seeking to assert their status and external attributes;
• increased importance of the issues of image as the ability to present oneself to a customer, employer, voter as being in the healthystate of mind and bodyin the conditions of the consumer society.
As E.V.Savelova notes, "the 20 th century is marked by fundamental changes in relation to corporality as a phenomenon of culture. The human body from the peripheral, marginal areas of social and cultural space moves into the spotlight and becomes the point of reference in determining ontological foundations of existence of both a personality and culture as a whole" (Savelova, 2014, 26) .
Theoretical framework
The research tradition usually separates such concepts as "body" and "corporality".
Epistemological studies consider the body as the structure of the sensory organs of the human, the source of their direct sensations. Usually the term "body" means a physical object, an organism of a human or an animal without subjectivity and spirituality. P.D. Tishchenkoin "Novaia filosofskaia entsiklopediia" (New Encyclopedia of Philosophy) notes that the presence of the concept "body" in the culture "witnesses presence of categorization of existence into 'external' and 'internal', something that is open (revealed) in things and the person, and something that is hidden, the sphere of ideal essences, etc." (Stepin, 2001, 28) .
In addition to the "normal", natural human body there is another one determined, since the human is included not only in the world of external things opposed to him by nature, but also into the social, human environment, which like the natural environment, has its own restrictions and laws.
According to A. Tkhostov, the mother from early childhood teachesthe child to properly observe a whole number of rules related to the diet, rewards and punishment, assigning of responsibility and guilt, etc. In fact, she creates a set of resistances which generate the configuration ofthe "cultural body" (Tkhostov) .
In modern philosophy, especially in the framework of post-modernism, the body is as a rule interpreted as"the universal stabilizing structure of a unified human experience. The body is initial in relation to natural and cultural objects, thanks to it they exist. P. Valery mention sin his classification: "my" body, the body "which is visible to others"; the body which "embodies us", holds the physical unity and connects various images, but that cannot be thought of and implemented by itself" (Stepin, 2001 ).
M.M. Bakhtin distinguished between
the"internal" and "external" body. "The internal body is my body as a moment of my consciousness,
it is a collection of domestic inner feelings, needs and desires, united around the inner world" (Bakhtin, 1979) . Norton is a typical average man of our time, and he would not be of interest to our research, if there was not one "but": he suffers from insomnia.
It is known that insomnia is the state of unsatisfactory duration and/or poor quality of sleep for a considerable period of time. It can be assumed that it is the way his "inner body"reminds him about itself. In the mind of a person thereare "the image of my body for me" and "the image of my body for the others" (Bergson, 2001) . A healthy person is the one where these two concepts coexist peacefully and cooperate. We can assume that throughout the life of E. Norton'shero, "the image of my body for the others" had a very strong influence on his personality, and his corporality, while "the image of my body for me"was basically neglected. This conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the protagonist-narrator is not an ordinary mass man aimed at consumption. He has a rather interesting way of thinking: the scene on the plane is a proof.
He has just fallen into the modern culturetrap, when the human bodyis exposed to the utmost. Tyler Durden destroys the familiar environment of the narrator. In the film, these are the moments when the narrator loses his luggage with all his clothes, and the explosion of the apartment. Thus, the hero of E. Norton has lost everything, he has been left alone with himself.
That is, at this moment he has lost the connection with the modern consumer society, and for the first In the course of the film Max Rennes's body undergoes some changes. Once he learns that "Videodrome" is transmitted through videotapes, then the soon turns into an appendage of the VCR.
In his belly, there is a hole for the videotape and he becomes a kind of a video player.
The film "Videodrome" is set in the period of time when there was a view that a person could get seriously ill from continuous watching of TV, could get exposed to radiation and get cancer.
In our opinion, the film looks like a reference to It is worth noting that the director David
Cronenbergoften shows changes of mental and physiological states of the manin his films.
The film "Existenz" (1999) also touches upon the problem of the body and corporality. As in "Videodrome", the film is set at the border of the real world and the world of fantasy (in this case, the virtual one).
The film shows the world where everyone is playing virtual games. The action begins at the moment of presentation of the new game "Existenz". Its main feature is that it is almost impossible to distinguish it from the real world.
Here, the player does not differ from the character of the game. The sensation of pain is the same as in the real world. Players who are in the game need to eat and sleep.
The player's connection to the world of "Existenz" is quite interesting. It is a special device which is a living organic being. It is connectedto the human body and attaches it to the game. Thus, in this film, the human body is presented as an item, a biological machine which is a guide tothe virtual reality.
In the film"Existenz", human corporality is separated from the body. The body is an abandoned object in the real world, it is only needed to connect to the game. As for the humans,their thoughts, feelings and experiences live separately in a kind of virtual reality. Virtual reality gives them a new body, which ever they want. We can assume that in this film, thestruggle of the body or corporality is not so violent as in the previously considered films due to the fact that the characters of "Existenz" can choose on their own what they want to be. There is no need to adapt to the needs of the surrounding world.
They choose the world in which to live and a role in it. This is well emphasized by the end of the film, when the main characters are changing their rolesto the absolutely opposite ones. That is, a person has an opportunity to live several lives.
Thanks to virtual reality, he achieves the unity of the body and corporality, but at the same time, his body and corporality are incredibly far from each other.
Conclusion
The films analyzed in this study show herewith has ceased to understand where is his real life, and where is the virtual one. Therefore, 
